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(An Interview)
Jerry 8. Farmer, secretary of the
McKinley County Chamber of Commerce, informs us that the Chamber
of Commerce is facing a condition
similar to the one confronting the
Albuquerque Chamber of Commerce),
ana wist umess some action is taken
immediately the Chamber will cease
to function; that at the present time
there is over $2500.00 in uncollected
pledges with no actual finances on
hand and with outstanding 'obliga
tions of approximately $1000.00; that
were is a general lack or cooperation
on the part of the business men and
their attitude and support towards
the Chamber of Commerce is such
that the Directors feel that it would
not be a good policy to further obligate the organization unless proper
support is given both physically and
financially.
Therefore, the directors are Discing
this true condition before the public
and are asking the Kiwanis and Rotary Clubs and other organizations to
give the Chamber of Commerce ser
ious consideration and try to devise
some means by which the Chamber
can continue to function or to formulate some plan or program that will
substitute itself for the work that is
being done by the Chamber of Com
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from the Eth district to the In
i to conrres today a reduction of
Given by
mora than t&O.C09XC9 in the nation ternational convention at Toronto,
al tax bill and at the same) time pre- Canada, next June," said Q. A. MarU
.
Upon
sented views to. opposition, to a sold in, governor of the 8th district, com
tj-r- cr
0 BAD
iers bonne.
prising the statees ox Ansona and
New Mexico, western Texas and
The executive, in
message, trans Needles, Calif. The convention meets
v
'?
ORDER OF COURT
in Toronto. Canada. June 17.
mitting fee annual budget,
Thia matter coming on for hearing upon petition filed in
"We also hop to have a large at
frankly that "any program of
Irom ciuDs ox our district at
behalf of certain persons styled "Depositors' Committee of
x 1 -- roe, llorfia was- added expenditure on a large scale would tendance
tho district conference in East las
on
reduction
tax
make
impossible
McKinley County Bank," petitioning the Court that all the asto Us.
f
by
territory
1,
Vegas, N. M., on Msrch
t-- tty
wK EJarn, That should oe years to come." He added that tax next,"
sets of the McKinley County, Bank be offered for sale, after
he continued.
r it hSlr remembered by ladies and reduction "would certainly tend to "The district conference will transdue notice, to the highest and best bidder for cash, and the said
33ia bow buying
I
whole people in support of act the business of the district and
the
petitioners being represented in Court by their attorney A. T.
align
in
to
worn
bt
Crnenta
elect my successor ss district govertarn-'re, economical
Hannett. and the Receiver being represented by his attorneys
administration
of
At- Jacksonville.
governSt Augustine,
nor for the coming yesr."
John Simms and HTC. Denny, and certain protesting deposiPaha Eeach end a thousand other ment" which he declared is becoming Announcement
msde by the Rof!aefai in wonderful Florida. By the "every day, more and more neces tary governor of the appointment of
tors appearing by J. W. Chapman, and no one appearing spec
way! the season there begins earlier sary."
the district committees to work up an
ially in behalf of the parties indebted to said bank, and the
avpHr Tear: it has begun now,
attendance and arrange for the trips
REVISION OF TAX LAWS
matter having been presented to the Court, and the Court
VW. Connors, of Buffalo, at his "I recommend a revision of tax to Toronto and to East Las Vegas.
ewnrexsense and risk, has built an
having considered the same, thereupon the Court states that in
president of then
Lester
Ruffner,
admirable motor road from Miami to laws." Mr. Coolidge said, "along Prescott club, has been made cnair-mothe
opinion of the Court it will not be for the best interests of
of
lines which will effect a reduction
Jest Coast See Florida."On to Las Vegas" comthe
of
ly
interested in the settlement of the affairs of the
anyone
income taxes by taxing earned income
mittee, with Ken. Beldrige, presidents,
County Bank that said petition be granted.
Is is a growing - country, ana more lightly than income irom Busi of the Albuquerque club; "Bob
The Court is of the opinion that the
ness grows much faster than the ness or from investments;, by reducpresident of the Globe club:
Receiver will be able to collect, for nmTAi iimtflii
ation. W 'lBW the population ing the percentages of the normal tax Cleve W. Croom, president of the El
the benefit of depositors, more than KtVULUHUil 111
76,000,000. It has grown to 110,- - and by reducing the surtax rates, Paso club, and Dr. A. Gustetter, prescommencement of their applicaany person would bid for the assets
in twenty-thre- e
club, as members
the
yearsi about with
of
ident
Nogales
of the bank. It is impossible for the
tion at $10,000 instead of $6,000. I of the committee.
45 per cent; not bad.
Court to conceive that anyone would
MEXICO AGAIII
But consider steel. In 1900 this also recommend repeal of the tax on nnrtra TndH. nresident . 01 the merce.
'
and leased Phoenix club, has been appointed Some have expressed an opinion make a bid for the assetsof of the bank
countryHrdaeed 10,000,000 tons in a telegrams, telephones
a
for
unless
the
on
the
and
of
tax
purpose
realizing
admissions,
year, New it produces 40,000,000 tons, wires,
of the "On to Toronto that we might be able to dispose of considerable '
and . revision of the, miscellsneous chairman with the other members the
profit as a matter of
an increase of 800 per cent
Chamber of Commerce and carry speculation. The
committee,
inconCourt is of the op- OPPOSITION TO THE OCRE-GO- N
source
a
are
which
of
presi-H.If you sell this country "short" taxes
follows:
as
Heap,
on
work
pait
Harry
other
its
organizathrough
inion
that
ADMINISTRATION
that
profit can be saved
don't listen to any venience to taxpayers, and difficult
of the Prescott dub; Orr Wood- - tions. Personally, I believe thia is a
youll lose. M.And
' X.H.
W.J IhuUMM.I m
for the depositors by a proper manto collect On the other hand, amend- hum nmaiifant of the Miami club; serious
TERMINATES
INTO REsituation, and that there is a agement of the affairs of said bank
for food times, in the words ments which would cause some in- Carl Einhart, president of the Ros-w- great need
BELLION
Coma
Chamber
of
of
Rethe
through the hands of
present
of the distinguiihed optomist, Mr, crease of revenue should also be made
dub. and Dr. Earl S. Bullock, merce in Gallup; that the field of en- ceiver.
'
S
to existing income tax laws relative nresident of the Silver City club, as deavor
Upporcot, "expect great things.0
EL PASO, Tex., Dec. 13. Declaris
some
unlimited
and
without
'
However, another matter must be
to deductions of capital losses; de- the other members.
and properly J considered:
a
''
ing his belief that peace and order
active,
A
v maow ductions from gross income for intermany
persons
great
a
A dot sixteen marries
soon would be restored to Mexico,
President Donald Stewart, oi tne functioning organization all public i
losses sus- v.mmt
La Vena club, will nave me matters cannot be given the consider-lady, fifty yeara old, who owns a ho- est" paid and
President Obregon in a telegram to
be
who
would
but
solvent,
form
income
weherin
perfectly
...
to
tained,
tel.
of the committees
ation and support they are entitled seriously hampered, if not financially the El Paso Times received today, asappointment
and
is
the
securities
in
involved;
trust
for
The lady puts $10,000
serted that "The movements headed
for the reception and entertain- to receive.
ruined, were they pressed to Imme- by Generals Estrada and Sanchez, and
'the young husband when he reaches manner of taxing community in- ment of the Rotarians at the district
in placing this before diate
Therefore,
indebtedness.
their
of
would
reduce
comes.
These
e.
payment
changes
twenty-On.onfttMinra at Vens. He will also
which were inspired by Adolfo de la
taxes by more than $300,000,000, name a conference secretary and a the public you will see that the future As long as the matter is held in the Huerta, should
not be dignified by the
of
Commerce
of
the
Chamber
depends
be
can
of
the
Receiver
hands
the
within
they
probable conference treasurer with the approvxne boy's parents, snocxea, wouia which is safely
term revolution, for their importance
the
of
attitude
the
proupon
wholly
and
the
of
action
Mi
Court,
at mmU
protected by
marriair
surplus.
al of the governor,
element of this community.
the Court is of the opinion that it is does not warrant that designation."
' Yet the widow only carries out
Diiimin of the nrogram commit gressive
CAMPAIGN OF ECONOMY
There is also a condition existing in not only necessary for the welfare
The telegram was aa follows:
Plato's idea. He thought middle aged
for the Las Vegas district confer- Gallup which I believe to be of very of such persons, but also necessary "On Board Special Train, Guana- "I know of nothing which will give tee
the
women should keep very young warof
Las
Ed
McWinnie,
ence will be
serious
which is that a week for the welfare of the depositors, thst
juato, Dec. 12.
riors out of mischief by looking after the people of this nation greater as- Vegas club. Other members of the ago lastimport,
between the hours reasonable time be given for the col- El Paso Times, El Paso,
them. There is nO greater parental surance that we are unalterably com- committee will be Tom. Quebedeaux of 8:00 A.Saturday
"Editor,
M. and 10:00 A. M., or for(lection of
uch indebtedness. How
Texas.
problem than the management of a mitted to a campaign of economy in nresident of the Winslow clubs Col a period ox two hours, the local Post
ever, should the assets of said bank be
public expenditure than t
boy from fifteen to marriage.
"It pleases me greatly to give thia
Perkins, president of the Alpine Office issued money orders in an sold
to some private person or cor- information
of our present taxation. It
0'.r50Wd. resident of the amount
to your newspaper: .
which
,
$750.00,
exceeding
them
and
which
of
debate
realm
the
from
by
purchased
poration,
and
to
plans
Wake up, Henry Ford,
get
"The movements headed by Gener
Tucson club, and Dr. Harry L. Kent, were mailed out of town, principally
as
matter
of
as
a
speculation,
contemolate
expend!'
Extravagant
work on cheap safe flying macmnes,
to purchase Xmss gifts. Realizing purelywould certainly be in this case, als Estrada and Sanches, and which-we- re
president of the Las Cruces club.
They are selling them in Germany, tores, or expansions of the business
Chairman of the committee on elec- that the two hours mentioned above they
by Adolfo de la Huerta,
nee
those
the Court would have no further con- shouldinspired
the
government beyond
all metal, sale, doing sixty mues an of
not be dignified by the term
tion at the district conference will be are not rush hours at the local post
is
s
not
it
and
a
to
Dace
essarv
with
keen
only possibility,
crowing
for their importance doea
hour, less than a gallon of gas for
Metcalfe, president of the office you can readily see what trol, a
but very strong probability, that the revolution,
nation and fixes the messure of our Hunter
not warrant that designation. The
rSlxty miles price 11,190.
Marfa club. Other members of the amount, figuratively apeaking, is sent
would
immediate
demand
which
will
purchaser
' Farmers, salesmen buy ' the ma- requirements an is amount
masses of the people have no
committee will be Max Allen, secre- out daily.
payment, and the business interests great
actually necessary
represent what
chines by thousands.
club, and Carl
with these movements and
Phoenix
the
of
aware
business
sympathy
of
the
tary
good
Being
be
would
town
of Gallup
of the
great- thousands of men in all walks of life
to carry on efficiently the proper busi Walters, president of the Kingman
men
of
Gal
the
business
of
judgment
impaired, and to a large extent have offered their services to the
Ford could sell them for $500. ness and functions of government and club.
lup, I feel assured that should the ly
No binding assurances
America needs them. Texas espe- meet our fixed debt charges payable
of the resolutions com- Chamber of Commerce be discontin destroyed.
to combat treason. I have
Chairman
Where is the young Ford to out of current revenue. It would cer- mittee will be Chns. B. Christy, for- ued, it will be for the best interest of that could be enforced in court could reason to believe it will be a matter
cially.
be given that such would not be the of but a short time when the traitordo for America in the air what Ford tainly tend to align the whole people mer district governor. Other mem- all concerned.
course pursued by the purchaser.
in support of economical administra- bers will be M. I. Powers, president
has done on earth?
ous military leaders are overthrown
o
The petition asks for sn unheard of
tion of government and I frankly
W.
presiA.
Pollard,
and peace and order restored thruout
club;
Flegstaff
been
behas
never
One
is
that
sn
such
that
state
olden
procedure.
of
alignment
time,
The "three estates"
the country. A revolution in Mexico
dent of the Deming club; Jack Ray- GALLUP ROTARY
adopted by the courts in the past so has prospered only when It has been
a trinity ruling all earth's affairsl coming every day more and more mond, president of the Mesa club, and
one
and
court
is
this
ss
the
influence
advised,
because
of
far
were Royalty, Nobility, Clergy.
necessary
the people in the interest of
Clinton Anderson, secretary of the
which in the opinion of this Court, fought by
Journalism was recognised, in a which it will have upon the states and Albuquerque club.
ACTIVE
CLUB
and
liberty
against oppressors. Traitall
concern
to
disastrous
fourth-estateour
of
would
prove
the other lesser
condescending
way, as "the
ors have not a chance to control thee
Jack P. Sheehan, of the El Paso
ed
.?
body politic.
club, will be sergeant st arms, with
government of Mexico today.
For the above reasons the Court is
John Galsworthy, writing for the
of the Prescott club, WEDNESDAY NIGHT'S BAN
COUNTRY IS PROSPEROUS
Gronick,(
am
this city of Guanajuato
Andy
'
of the opinion that this mstter should to "Imake in
London Times, about fair play in inassistant.
personal inspection of the
WAS
FULL
PEP
"In stating that reduction in tax as The
OF
the
hands
of
setled
QUET
the
be
ternational thought, says that the
announced
be
through
will
to depart for Gualalar
song leader
AND INTEREST CLEAN Receiver, the same as all similar ma- troopsto about
three estates now ruling mankind are ation carries with it an obligation not later.
...
combat the mutinous forces
exjara
an
embark
to
is
extraordinary
the
and
upon
Press.
are
tters
and
Finance
the
settled,
petition
Science,
CUT PROGRAM
of the traitor. General Estrada.
penditure urogram. I am not unmind
denied.
With these troops are some of the
of
12th
Ordered
this
December,
Of the three, science is incompar- ful of the demand for adjusted com CLEVELAND
WINS
day
The Gallup Rotary Club, recently
most distinguished military leaders in
world
of
soldiers
the
for
come
1923.
next;
pensation
ably greatest. Newspapers
organized, is Bhowing itself to be very
the
republic, among them the General
would
include
its
which
among
over
REED
can
war,
HOLLOMAN,
finance third. Newspapers
mucn anve ana active. The Wednes
Amaro, Luis Gutierrez, J. J..
Joaquin
our
of
the
beneficiaries
MEET
the
of
if
finance
REPUBLICAN
rule all the power
Judge. was well attended
Lazaro Cardenas,' Rodolfo L.
day
night
banquet
Mendez,
I
owell
as
the
keterans
as
in
the right
disabled.
newspapers happen to be
and transacted its business program
Jose Amarillas, Benigno
Gallegos,
is
rea
sound
if
there
Question
any
Newspapers and finance combined
with pep and vim. Without fuss or
Seratos Claudio Fox, and R. E.
OFFERS
BURSUM
can do nothing against science, ex- son for such a measure. The country SOUTHERN
torn
or
REPRESENT
torn
the
feathers,
tactics,
Anacieto Lopez and Espiridion
is prosperous and remunerative em
cept postpone its benefits.
members waded right into the matHON CUT DOWN AND ters
Rodriguez.
ployment is available for the
for
discusand
consideration
up
INCREASED
INDIAN BILL "The troops are In the finest spirveterans as well as for other
NORTHERN
There are nearly seven thousand
sion, and voted emphatically "yes," or
its, enthusiastically loyal to the govmillion dollars in our savings banks. citizens.
COOLIDGE WINS
"no," as they went along.
ernment and, in my. judgment, there
veterans
the
disabled
the
oi
"For
'
more
than
increased
have
The Club went on record as being
Deposits
be little doubt of the early and
can
IN
WAIT.
BILL
five hundred millions in the last year. war and the dependents of those who
D. C. Dec. 12.
WASHINGTON.
DIED
OLD
Inopposed to enlarging the Navajo
successful
issue of the campaign.
That sounds properous. Savinga bank fell, the country cannot do too much.- Cleveland was formally selected today dian reservation and instructed its
INGi NEW BILL MEETS
SDent nearly $2,000.',
, "A. OBREGON,
(Signed)
as the 1924 convention city of the Re- secretary to so notify Commissioners
depositors alone, if they drew out It has alreadv now
AND
GENERAL
FAVOR
spending nesrly publicans.
their savings all at once, would call 000,000 and is
the Republic."
"President
of
Burke
and
Hagerman.
MAY PASS SOON
for nearly all the money in the cou- half a billion dollars yearly in their
Choice of the Ohio city, virtually
The matter of a Federal building
That obligation it must and
ntryonly eight billions is the total. behalf.
the
since
mail
was
certain
and
free
for
Coolidge
campaign
Gallup
delivery
Cross
Dec. 11. A bill
will continue to fulfill in fullest meaWASHINGTON,
managers indicated their preference discussed and the secretary instruct- to settle titles to lands lying1 within
This will interest millions of bas- sure. And it is one of the most im- for
of
a
at
Drive
made
final
to
ed
was
our
meeting
Senators Indian
correspond with
ebands and wives more than any other portant of duties and privileges of the it,
pueblos in New Mexico wss
committee.
national
matand
our
about
the
Congressman
Republican
to
the
Bur-suminister
to
executive
the chief
news of the day:
was ters. It was pointed out that .Sen- introduced Monday by senator
The date of the convention
The chairman of the Red Cross
of New Mexico.
Jean Francois Pennel and his wife wants and needs of these wards and fixed as June 10.
ator Bursum has clreadv intioduced a
bill introduced is the revised Drive desires to make his final reThe
Marie died at their home near Lille in creditors of the nation,
There will be nearly 1,100 delegates fbili for a Federal building at Gallup, Bursum bill, which was psssed by the port ending with this week. The drive
France at exactly the same minute.
NO MONEY TO DISTRIBUTE
in the 1924 Republican convention and now is the time to get in behind senate at the last session, only to die should have been closed on ThanksIll in separate rooms, neither knew
are of- compared to 984 in 1920, under a re- the matter. It was also pointed out on the calendar of the house in the giving Day, but a request was sent
"But the fit and
el the other's illness.
in St Louis, asksolution adopted today by the Repub- that Postmaster Perry Coon has had
Where did those two souls that had fered the opportunity open to every
jam of closing days. The bill, as in to Headquarters
The government has lican national comittee, virtually re- considerable correspondence with the passed, was reported out by the pub- ing that the time be extended to Dec.
lived so long together go as they left other citizen.
Department about free
lends committee of the senate, 16th, and it was so. The extension
no money to distribute to sny class of storing the old representation of Postoffice
the earth simultaneously T
mall delivery for Gallup, and that lic
this committee and the house i up on next Saturday.
after
How fast did they travel and in its citizens that it does not take from southern states.
for in- what was needed now was for our committee on Indian affairs, had held All done? Any one who has not
intereata
Southern
and
fighting
the
payof
the
T
the
pockets
people
direction
what
won a spirited people to help Mr. Coon in his efforts extended
Did the souls recognise each other ment of a bonus to millions of our creased representation,
public hearings and reached been solicited will make it known, or
reduced representa- to furnish the Postoffice Department an
the
accombattle
be
could
soldiers
turn in their money at any of the
T
against
former
only
are
off
What
agreement.
as they started
.they
concerninformation
with
the
under the
proper
i
banks, and it will find its way into
plished at a cost to the whole com- tion proposed
doing and saying now T
mail
claims
our
for
free
delivery.
National committee men from ing
the hands of the Ked Cross treasurer,
Can they talk without vocal cords, munity, including the veterans themThe Club voted to send a check for know that W. H. Morris has become E. K. Errett
the benefits the south and negro delegations who
of C. N. Cotton Co., or
tongue, teeth and the other, machin- selves, far outweighing
and
Chamber
member
of
a
the
the
sucof
to
the
$15
Gallup Rotary,
secretary
If I felt protested the reapportionment .
W. Hendrix, 800 S. Second St.
J.
ery for articulate sound? Are they intended to be conferred.
Mr.
active
Morris
is
an
Christmas
to
that
of Commerce
talcing
help buy
upDont let this opportunity pass you,.
united at last, never to be separated, that a soldiers' bonus represented a ceeded in having the committee
made in presents for the Community Chirst-ma- s part in the Club's business program. or
set the
to live through air eternity, never great need and a proper obligation
require some oooy to run you
to
was
The Gallup Rotary Club
tree. The Club also voted
organand brand you on open range!
by this na- 1921 and restore practically all of the
down,
worried, never ill, never poor, above which should be fulfilled not
Geo.
W.
the
ized after J.
Chapman and
buy a flag for one of the schools,
make a south's representation.
o
tion, I certainly would
all, NEVER JEALOUS?
Cross
A; Byus and others gave the matter
The committee at the same time, one winning in the sale of Red
recommendation which would be adthat
careful
deciding
consideration,
seals,
increase
decided
to
largely
however,
You know that about 70 per cent of verse thereto.
topic of interest discussed by the Rotary was the kind of an organi"We hsve not reached a point in the power of the northern states by OneClub
the world's automobiles are in the U.
was the matter of taking sation that would appeal to our leadthe
our financial program where we can providing that three additional todeleall out membership in the Southern Cal- ing business people, consequently
should be given
Did you know also, that New York lighten the tax burden of the people, gates at large
states carried by Harding in 1920. , ifornia Automobile Association, mem would merit the support of our peoCHy uses more telephones than all of which is an added reason for taking
bers who were acquainted with the ple. The membership is controlled en- Judge Colin Neblett of the fetoal
all
and
any
stand
firm
a
Ireland?
against
and
Britain
-- t
Great
'
Down
benefits of such membership snowing tirely by the classification plan; and court has been ordered to
'Tour Boys From Way
This is an
country won- programs of spending that would Dixie."
Fri- - what it would mean to Gallup and In this way each and every interest Judge J. Foster Cymes ta UU.
Rex
this
theatre
the
at
the
to
absorb
tend
margin
expected
derful in mechanical efficiency.
:ru--j
of Gallup and McXirdey county will court in Colorado djrteg
day and Saturday nights, December Gallup'a interests.
Eut it doesnt do enorrh thinking between the receipts and
,
be of interest to soms to eventually be represented in the Gab. ytar.
It
may
15.
14
and
j
ayart from material proteins,
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Women always appreciate
gifts of Eotiery. And these
valosa are excellent I
Fall fashioned pure thread
silk Hose, reinforced
and toe, lisle garter top.
slack ana colon.
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$3.98

Carriages of woven
fibre reed, nicely upholstered. Black enameled steel
gears and strong rubber
tired wheels. Some have
brakes and reclining backs.
A wide selection to choose
from.

$6.90

On Passenger Trains

car can

59c
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The ideal of teaching in the Church
school haa kept pace with the ideals
of teaching general. Among those
who lead in the Department of Reli-

The high, thick,

sharp -- edged blocks
of that famous tread
take a alipleaa hold
and hang on with a

wedgelike action

that prevents sideslip or skidding.
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Trying to convince ignorance is
like trying to teach a fish to walk.
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Jack London's
"CALL OF THE WILD"
COMEDY
WEEKLY NEWS
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GOLDEN PURITY

BUTTER
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Lon Alexander.
Alex Kitchen.
Frank Maple.
Frank Uyeds,

Under

EstsHishcd

State

ARTICANIA OPERETTA
Another event of great importance
and interest is Articania, an operetta
with the High School pupils. It is a
fairy juvenile spectacle of Uncle
Sam's journey to the North Pole.
Over 100 characters are to take part
Beautiful costuming, a delightful col
or scheme worked out in the stage
setting will promote the operetta in
beauty. The High School talent is
called upon in dialogues, solos, duets,
choruses, trios, drills and dancing.
This is going to be a very good oper
etta from all reports. Be sure and
see for yourself. High School Auditorium, Thursdsy evening, December
zo, price 85 cents. Tickets will be on
sale from any of the. pupils soon, or
ouy as you. enter.

1909
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Supervision

THE GIFT SEASON

.

the weeks before Christmas are full of perplexities for those who want to remember
their friends with appropriate gifts.

A Christmas gift worthy of your consideration is a Savings Account opened for
. a friend, particularly a boy or
girl. We make
out the pass books in the names of those for
whom the gifts are intended.
A Savings Account in this
progressive
bank is of lasting value appreciated and

Circus which was a
and very well attended by the town people cleared $108.
This is the second annual circus and
bids well for one every year by the
Thespian Literary Society. The mon
ey was turned over to this year's

appropriate.

Bank
LARGEST

BANK
IN GALLUP
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TUESDAY
Leah Balrd In
DIVORCE A FAILURE"

'

Aesop's Fable
TOPICS OF THE DAY

WEDNESDAY
Repeating

"IS

DIVORCE A FAILURE"

THURSDAY
Jackie Coogan in
"LONG LIVE THE KING"
Snub Polalrd Coatedy

FRIDAY
Repeating

"LONG LIVE THE KING"

SATURDAY
Return Engagement by request
Gloris Swansou in
'B'LUEBEARD'S 8th WIFE"
Educational Comedy
Weekly News

"
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QUICK QUAKER
i
1
Cooks in 3 to 5 minutes!

0

Regular Quoktr, too

i styles at tracers' now.
fSiick Cwkersndieultt

(.eaker Osti, the kiad
'tee'vs alwsys kaewa.

Here's a vigor breakfast
Ak your grocer for Quick
uaker. Cooks in half the time of coffee, faster than
no
than
toast
ptatn
nger
So start the day right with s HOT breakfast best for you best
'
for the youngsters.

8
1

REX THEATRE

7:r

: Aaaodattoik
The Paranta-TeacheA notice wsa posted oa the door of
School
Central
the
meat
at
buUng
tfle wtiuuns urug store Monday say19th.
ing that the Dlace was fai th hnri Wednesday evening, DecereUr
of an assignee for the benefit of the All parents and those interested Id'
creditors, with Chaa. R. Bettmaine as the welfare of the Gallup Public
Schools are earnatly reaueated to at
Mr. Bellmeina ia nnifer
assignee.
16,000 bond, approved by the court tend this meeting, as many matter
It was not given out as to the lia- of interest will be taken up.
bilities or assets. Mr. Ballmaine has
put in his time during the week tak
ing stock.
The Jenkins Drug Store. O. F. Jen

Cory.

Both Ends
The man who is willing to take the
bull by the horns some day will have
the world by the tail,
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now. d50cXors tltr
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Sacred Heart School
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MONDAY
Entertainment

for
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There's a reason why people are
buying their useful Xmas gifts at
the Army Store.
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annual fund.
FIRST SHOW AT 7:80 P. M.
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gious Education in our universities,
are numbered some of tne brainest
men in America. It is such men ss
these who write the books in the
course of study for Church school
teachers. There is ever effort made
to give your child rhe very test advantages along the l'n vi religious
teaching.
It is of matters Ihnt
p'pi ned to
take place at your very door; we
make mention. There may be some
things that take place in some fsr
away city that beat it; but you nor
I are there. Perchance neither oi uj
will ever be there long at a time. Wc
can't depend on that. This is of your
folk, the people in your own little
city us at worship. Tne choir will
sing choice hymns both morning and
evening, and at each there will he a
sermon. The subject of the morning
sermon will be, "Legal Control ox Appetite." Some timely questions will
be answered, such ss, "What are blue
laws?" "What right haa the taw to
attempt to control what men drink T"
"What is the legal reason T etc. in
the evening "The Peril of Neutrality." In way of special music in the
evening Mr. Roberts, a very fine soloist, will sing, "The Dream of Paradise."
The place: Corner of Aztec nnd
South Third Street. The Hours 11 A.
M.. and 7:30 P. M. The spirit is cordially and generous.

89c

Dec 11.
The Santa Fe railroad sought from
the interstate commerce commission
today authority to take over and operate the line running between Williams, Ariz., and Grand Canyon. The
line, which is 64 miles long, is owned
by the Urand Canyon Railway com
pany, which is controlled through
stock ownership, by the Santa Fe.
Hereafter it will be operated as a
part of the Santa Fe system.
WASHINGTON,

5

ANNOUNCEMENTS
JOHN WITT HENDRIX, Pastor
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ATHLETICS BOYS
1. Frank Uyeda.
2. Lon Alexander.
.
8. Tom Moore. ,
4. Francis Resl.
5. Alex Kitchen.
Buy an annuak do your bit, we need
the money, vote lor your favorite.

Santa Fe Seeks
To Operate, Line

(Congregational)

Rev. Lewis A. Stark, D. D., Minister

MEHODIST

got on
streets and slippery
hills ia the gripping
All Weather Tread
of a Gbodyear Tire.
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1. Tom Moore.

2.
8.
4.
5.

And Garters ia Sets

$1.39TOS5.80

9:45 Junior Church School with s
SAN FRANCISCO, Calif., Dec 11. fine reel of Bible
pictures on: "The
will
Pacific
The Southern
company
of Joseph."
Imprisonment
a
Christ-asdecorated
have a gorgeously
10:00 Church School with classes
tree in each of its dining cars for all ages and needs. Theo. Roose
and
duriiiff the Christmas holidsys
velt once said: "Almost every nun
will distribute candy to the children who has by his life work added to the
among the passengers tne company sum of human achievement of which
announced here today.
the race is proud, of which our peo. The dining car stewards will be arple are proud, almost every such nun
on
Christmss
Claus
as
Santa
rayed
based his life work largely on the
teachings of the Bible." Don't allow
your child or yourself to miss the
weekly opportunity of Bible study!
11:00 Morning Worship with ser
mon on the "Irresistible , Magnet."
Mis Reed will sing.
7:30 "Worth While" Service. There
will be a fine reel of pictures on
"Down by the Rio Grande" and s
drama on: "Home Sweet Home." Mr,
Cundy will give another of his fine
Bass Solos and the large Orchestra
will give their first special musical
number as well as lead in the rous
ing "Everybody Sing." The pastor
will preach on: "The Need of the
Home." You are cordially invited to
beat footing
these "Worth While" Services!
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POPULARITY BOYS

Finest quality webs and
trimmings, in gift boxes.

CHURCH IN CHRIST

Chrutaas Trees

THE

5.

m

Suspenders

to
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pstterns.
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Other boxes aa Us

Li

Jchn Kennedy en
Way Heme

23c To 01.23

EVERY LITTLE CKL
WANTS ONE!

High Quality for Men

.

er

S2.S8

New Silk Shirts
Canelle stripe
Big values.

We have a wide assortment of unruled linen finished Stationery in white and
tints, in fancy holiday boxes.
Some contain 24 sheets and
24 envelopes, others have as
many as 48 sheets, 24 correspondence cards, and 72
envelopes.

Women's pore Ingrain all-ovsilk Hose, very heavy.
Our low price only,
,

-

CL-

1

nominations received.
The price of
annuals are raw. zoo votes receiv
ed also. Additional votes can be pur
chased at one cent apiece. Tne votkins, proprietor, has been doing busiing closes Dec. 21. See Miss Bartlett ness in
Gallup for several years.
for votes.
e
POPULARITY GIRLS
1. Eloiae Burke.
2. Beatrice Porter.
"
His
3. Virginia Brewis.
4. Margaret Sims.
John Kennedy, old time citizen of
6. Hazel Graf.
Gallup, who has been visiting in Ire
BSAUTIFUL GIRLS
land for the past year, writes that he
L Helen Brown.
ia oa bis way back to Gallup. He will
.
2. Frankie Clarke.
arrive hove during next month, or
2. Mildred Welsh. .
4. Virginia Brewis.
early it February.-

at

SLID

x

by the High School nunila and
are listed in order of the number of

$1.98
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n. The contestants were f

promote

elected

ch
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, (Cosuyartod)
The sale of Annua's la being rush
ed u hard as possible in the Sigh
School as 160 annuals have to be sold
to insure the money and make pos
sible an annual for the school this
year. In combination with the sals
of annuals a contest is being held to

Full fashioned pure silk
Hose, very fine weave, 20-inboot Very low priced

89c
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Swiss embroidered Handkerchiefs for women are
very dainty for gifts. A variety of styles, boxed for
rtfU, art very tow priced.
Three in a box. at only,
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Same plump flakes as regular Quaker Oats, the kind
known. But cut thinner and partly cooked smaller flakesyou've
that
cook fstter, thst's the only difference.
All the rare Quaker Savor. All the nourishment of the world's
Breeder vigor breakfast Cut so bother cooking.
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heard hira maka. Ca pointed out tirat
to follow tbo example of ciu&enaUp
ai uvea by our lata ana De loved presi
dmt yr to Irre tha principle! of
trua cltiiens, and not only at
citiieni, but Christiana at
well, lie also pointed out that if we
are to live true to our principles of
law-abUi-

93ESIKS-

mutt

alao be rtgnt at
art be true Christiana. The judge
alao spoke of obeying our lawa all
laws whether we lute certain laws
or not, showing the only way to be
true eitisens waa by obeying all lawa.
'.
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Smith's Cigar Store
"'.;.

the Army Store for less.
"

CHAPLIN MEETS JACKIE i

The Cooeans decided to stay on in
Los Angeles until the fall theatrical
season opened; in the meantime, Jack,
aenior, had been offered a motion pic
ture engagement, which he accepted.
A couple ot weeks later. Chaplin
-

t'.,v

FOODPLUS
FISH

FRUITJS

,

VEGETABLES

White Cafe
MERCHANTS

LUNCH OR SUPPER

50 CENTS

Jackie's instantaneous success is
universally known. The organisation
of his own starring company is also
history; his already released pictures
include "Peck's Bad Boy." "My Boy."
"Trouble." Oliver Twist," "Daddy"
and "Circus Days." At the close of
his contract with Associated First
National Pictures, Jackie's services
were sought by practically every important organisation in the motion
field, and finally secured by
Sicture Here
his first production, just
completed, is a picturization of Mary
Roberts Kinenarts popular novel,
"Long Live the King," directed ' by
Victor Schertzinger from the adaption by C. Gardner Sullivan and Eve
Unsell. with a superaltive cast and
exquisitely mounted all under the
personal supervision of Jack Coogan,
Senior. It will come to the Rex Theatre next Thursday and Friday.

mmsm
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SILK HOSE

HANDKERCHIEFS
SILK UNDERWEAR
REED CRAFT BAGS
l!AD

L!A9E

HRIA

Assortment of Novelties for Children

son.

AND

OYSTERS ANY STYLE

SLIPPERS
BOUDOIR CAPS

Abo

well-know-

SERVICE-PLU- S

.

BEAUTIFUL ASSORmENT OF

searched them out, at the Alexandria
Hotel, and had himself introduced to
n
Jackie by Sid Grauman,
in California theatredom, who uad
known Mrs. Coogan in San Francisco,
and through her, had met father and

WE TAKE PLEASURE IN

SILK KIMONAS
BATH RODES

Si

SANTA FE, N. M., Dee. 11. Creditors of Tobias Younis, involuntary
bankrupt, who had mercantile stores
in McKlnley county, N. M., and Concho county, Aris.,' will get 20 cents
on the dollar, under an order signed
by Judge Colin Neblett of the federal
court. Claims allowed total f 34,383.-9- 3
and on these the creditors will get
$6,78.79.

it at

KB
LADIES

TIES -MUFFERS
SOCKS
BATH ROBES
SLIPPERS
SHIRTS
BELTS
HATS

Get Settlement

Buy

8

FOR

nen

Ycusb Creditors

Tobacco
Cicero .v Flpo
Humidors .v 2nc!xin3 Ssto

-
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RAf.IAil HEWS
(Herald Correspondence)
H. J. Snyman, merchant of Blue- water, and Mr. Haverkampf, farmer
and road superintendent of Toltec,
broke down in Mr. Snyman'a car, 14
miles - south east of Grants in the
Sebolla country during ' the worst
weather. Mr. Haverkampf walked to
Grants and injured hia foot so that he
was unable to return for Mr. Sny
man and was not successful in getting any one to go after Mr. Snyman
until the middle of the week.
The
snow drifts were impassible by car
and almost so by horse as the storm
was heavier at Grants than at any
other point along the highway. Snyman had a good camp bed and plenty
of chuck so he manager to make it
thru the storm without great suffering. He is of Boer parentage and is
a nephew of General Snyman of the
Boer Army.
Mr. A. L. Denel and wife of Cleve
in
land, Okla., drove into a drift 7 miles
east of Grants and spent the night in
a Ford sedan during the worst part
of the blizzard. Mr. Casey of the Mid
West Company attempted to go after
them in a car but was unable to buck
the drifts so a team 'was sent out
after them on Tuesday morning.
They were none the worse for their
cold night.
Miss Katherine and Betty Vogt and
Samy Hatiey, who are going to school
in Albuquerque, will return to Kamah
for the Holidays.

AfJHO OrJCEMEHT
I

Will Occupy the Store Recently Vacated by T.
Younis' Dry Goods, next door to My Present
Shop, on or about December 1, and Will Add
More Machinery and be better Prepared
Than Ever for all Kindt Of

SHOE REPAIR WORK.
AS WELL

AS

FOR

MAKING SHOES AND BOOTS
ALSO FOR

HARNESS REPAIR WORK
CITY ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP
220 COAL AVENUE
PHONE 319

BLUEWATER NOTES
BLUEWATER, Dec. H. About
inches of snow fell here Monday and
The storm was accompani
Tuesday.
ed by a high wind from the south
which caused the snow to drift to a
considerable
The
depth in places.
temperature is the lowest we have
had so far this winter.
The
Association
have made plans for a community
Christmas tree. The soliciting committee is Mrs. W. A. Thigpen, Mrs.
Clarinda Tietjen, and Miss Clara
Young. This committee will also
have charge of the preparation work.
Mrs. Tulimarr, wife of the foreman
of the Santa Fe extra gang here, is
planning to give the Navajo children
at the limekiln and the rock crusher
a real Christmas. She has collected
a considerable fund irom the workmen, which will be used in buying
6

Our Holiday Shoe Stock is Complete and
and Prices Very Reasonable

Shoes for the Entire Family

LOOK AT OUR WINDOW DISPLAY, SHOP EARLY AND SECURE THE

BEST SELECTIONS
YOU ARE WELCOME AT OUR STORE AND WILL RECEIVE PROMPT AND
COURTEOUS

SERVICE

REMEMBER WE ARE GIVING AWAY

Mo
WORTH OF VALUABLE PRESENTS
THE SHOE HEADQUARTERS
EACH AND EVERY ONE WILL RECEIVE PRESENTS ACCORDING TO THE
AMOUNT OF THEIR PURCHASE. YOU WERE SATISFIED WITH YOUR
PRESENTS LAST YEAR AND WILL EE SATISFIED AGAIN THIS YEAR.

COHh'HR COAL AVENUE AND THIRD STREET

Parent-Teache-

time has patted when gifts were
hsphazardly without giving
thought to appropriateness, without
regard to usefulness, without proof of
durability, without a realisation of
values.

r'HE

ELECTRICAL
GIFT
SUGGESTIONS

nk

In taeie dajri thoughtful peoplt art Hlecting
Electrical Gif(i thui not oaly riUing the ttaadard
ot gift giving without incruiia tha cott to the
giver, but bringing greater happiatea anj a more
them.
aajoyible Ckrittmaa to thoM who

rs

presents. It has been the custom
heretofore for this extra gang to
send their Christmas collection to the
Orphants Home in Los Angeles, but
this year it has been decided to use it
locally.

something Elecivical'

"Give

(Herald Correspondence)

racn

a,
Gift, the product) of ow belt
ladle tire of proves eaaHty aa4 value,
are available Is each great variety taat,viis gift
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"Electrical Merchandise"

The postal deficit is cut thirty mil
lions. And if the post office charged
the people one quarter as much as a

private corporation would ' charge,
post office profits would amount to
sear that tn
hundreds of muttons,
mind whan you discuss public owner
ship.

,

auau-factaiw-

.

The. District School is planning to
quite an elaborate Christmas
program. It will be given on the
evening of the Zlst.
Dr. Luckey, County Health Physi
cian, visited the school here last week
and gave a good talk on ventilation,
care of the teeth, care of the feet,
etc.
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Thigpen made
a trip to Albuquerque last week.
Mr Ua.rver. the blacksmith, is tear
ing down his house at Toltec and is
preparing to move it to Blue water.
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SAVE AMERICAN HEIRESSES
TyiTH THE revolting confession of that unspeakable cad,
If Count Boni de Castellane, who in a published article tells
under his own name how he plotted to marry Anna Gould and
Iter millions, should prove not only a warning to
American girls it should provide a guide post for American
legislators who have in their power the ability to put an end
,' once and for all time to the deluding of the countrywomen and
. the exploitation of American fortunes.
There are few people who know the history of the Gould
accumulations, and who are familiar with the escapades that
have marked the lives of some of the earlier generations who
lave not regarded the Gould family with a certain measure of
regret. They recall how Jay Gould, founder of the fortune,
driven to cover by an angry mob, barely escaped the rope and
the lamp-poby barricading himself in the old Grand Opera
House on Eighth Avenue, New York. It has remained, however for the blood of Europe allied with the Goulds the
band of the diminutive Anna to descend to the depths of degradation and for a few paltry dollars to write for the public
prints the story of his shame and of his wife's unfortunate
stupidity and vanity.
Count Boni, whose father frequented the cheap dram
shops and tawdry gaming houses of Paris in the hope of picking up a free drink or an easy franc or two while his son plotted
the control of the great American fortune, admits his profligacy, the while sneering with a cheap snobbishness at American barbaric taste. He writes himself the most distasteful of
American fortune hunters, but he is by no means unique. The
others are simply shrewd enough to keep their inner feelings
to themselves. Surely the time has arrived to put an end to the
operations of these tawdry profligates.
Let Congress and every state pass a law escheating the
'estates of American girls, who sacrifice themselves on the altar
of a foreign "nobility" God save the word! There is a sren- eral impression that the law of inheritance is one of inalien
able right. This is not the fact. The law of inheritance is based on statutory enactment. Once let Congress or a state legislature pass a law escheating the estates of American girls who
wed the scions of an alien nobility, and we will have an end
to these disgraceful intrigues. We have laws for the preservation of everything from hogs to angle worms. We have statues
aimed at safeguarding the weak and incompetent themselves.
For Heaven.'s sake let us have a law that will protect American
heiresses from their own folly. This done, the trash of Europe
will not long be knocking at the door.
self-respecti- ng

st

--

ELECT PRESIDENT BY POPULAR VOTE
THE belief that any political system which makes possible
INthe
election of a President in defiance of the expressed will
of the majority of the people is archaic and undemocratic, the
Sacramento Bee in a leading editorial calls for the abolition of
the electorial college and the direct election of the national
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For any person you have
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"Electrical Merchandise"
PHONE 12

Useful gifts please men-you'l- l
find lots of

The Shalako Dance
Very Atractive
RAM AH, Dec. 10. Among the people who attended the Shaloka Ceremonies at Zuni, Dec. 7, were the following:
Mr. Arthus M. Fournier of Los
Angeles; Waldo Twitchell of Santa
Fe; Miss M. S. Hinchman of Philadelphia; Lydia La Borteaux of Bryn
Mar, Penn.; Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Pfaffle of Alcalde Ranch, N. M.; Miss
E. M. Ferguson of the Koshare Tours,
Mrs. C. M Ferguson, Mrs. H. C.
Stull, Kenneth Borem of Albuquerque; Miss Linda Musser of Muscatine,
Iowa; H. L. Breckinride and wife of
Santa Fe: Mrs. Elsie Clews Parsons
of New York; Mrs. A. S. Williams
and daughter, Conine, of Boston; Mr.
and Mrs. John Da Huff, Indian
Agent, of Santa Fe: Mrs. Penn, Geo.
Bell, Burr Porter, Mr. La Noir and
party of Navajo, Ariz.; Peter
and party from Ft. Defience;
Miss Mosely Williams of New York;
The Princess Ghika of Rumania; Dr.
Lighter, of the Childs Health Bureau
fro Teas; Mr. and Mrs. Chas. T.
Gaastra of New York; Owen Cattell
and brother of the Museum of the
American Indian of New York; Mr.
Carlton of Staunton, Va.; Colonel
Staples and party from Thoreau, N.
M.; Mrs. Osborn of Duluth, Minn.;
C. W. Shippard and party, Miss
Barth, Miss Isaacson of St Johns,
Ariz.; Evon Z. Vogt and party of
R. J.. Bauman and party,
bills Melson and party of Blackrock.
Those from Gallup: Mrs. Gretchen
n
Lyon, Mrs. Henderson, Blake
and wife, Ford Jack, Anna
Faircloth, Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Farmer, Miss Ida Sanita, Miss Evelyn
Dr. Bennett, Assistant Postmaster Burnap, Twisty Oliver and party,
Leo Leaden and party, Miss Fay
Diggs, Mr. and Mrs. Wamsley, Mr.
and Mrs. Mike Kirk and party, .He
and Mrs. Britton, Mrs. De George,
Dick Maddox. John Younsr, Oscar
Griego and party, Mrs. Haas," Leo
Faircbild, Mr. and Mrs. Goslin and
party, Mrs. J. H. Drinnin, Mrs Har
vey Eames.
Those from Ramah: Mr. and Mrs.
Duane Closson, Mrs. J. D. Mowrer1, T.
D. Scruggs, The Misses Closson, Mr.
and Mrs. McDaniel, Lieutenant and
Mrs, C. T. Smith, Ina Hamblin.
From Hopi Land: George Cochasse,
Irving Pabanale, Albert Yava, James
Par-quet- te

Carr-ingto-

government executives.
What with the unit rule and the
rule governing
in a convention, and the delegation of authority to electors vot
ing by states who twice at least have chosen Presidents Hani
son over Cleveland and Hays over Tildren in defiance of the
votes of the electorate, the people are so far removed from
their right to choose the head of their nation that their right of
iranchise has become a meaningless waste of time.
Under our present political system it is impossible for a
man to split his ticket he can t vote for the candidate for Dre
sident on one ticket and at the same time Vote for the candi- on some other ticket. He must vote for
date for
electors on one ticket or another in block formation.
Also under the present system it is impossible for any inde
pendent candidate for the presidency to have his name placed
on the ballot. In Texas it is useless for a Republican to go to
the polls on a presidential proposition. The Republican voice Bacon.
is so Bmall and still that it is entirely obliterated. In Vermont SHOP EARLY AND
MAIL PACKAGES EARLY
it is equally futile for a Democrat to make a like attempt. Were
the people to vote their choice then men and women of all Last Christmas The Gallup Herald
parties would have equal representations as they have equal inaugurated a campaign of "Do Your
taxation, and the will of the majority of the citizens of the Christmas Shopping Early, and Mail
Packages Early." Our work of last
country would be expressed in action.
year helped the Gallup post office in
The electoral college of course was brought into being in such
a way as to merit a letter from
a day when it was thought unsafe to trust the people with what the Postmaster
General, complimewas then regarded as a dangerous power. From this ground ntary to The Gallup Herald.
The first issue of The Gallup Her
work shrewd party tricksters have built up the gradual elimin
for December of this year inaugation of public participation in national affairs until today the ald
urated a like campaign of "Shop
citizen has the choice only of voting for one or two men hand Early and Mail Packages Early." As
picked by a half dozen political despots who, meeting in a par a result, and from signs noticed,
before in the history of the
lor, decided who shall and who shall not have the right to go never
has
town
Christmas shopping combefore the people for election.
menced so early, consequently the
Fortunately there are signs of the awakening of our citi mailing of packages commenced earl
zens to the importance of insisting on their right of utterance. ier this year than ever before.
With their ears always to the ground the political combine is
D. Rollie has returned home after
even now discussing the possible abolition of the
tour of the state in the interest of
"rule in the Democratic convention. If we can get that reform aElks.
He appeared before a number
and next the killing of the unit rule we will have made at least of lodges and
clubs and explained his
idea of taking a number of Indians
a start toward a real democratic rule,
to the Boston Elk
r This is the year 1923. The United States has outgrown from New Mexico
Mr. Rollie says that he
knickerbockers. Its citizens can get along very well without convention.
met with enthusiastic support at
political bosses to govern them or electoral colleges having the every place he visited.
power or not always the temerity to defy the public will.

them here
no easy task to find gifts for dad
ITS
brother; they're about the two
hardest on the list. Here's a thought;
they like useful things
.

The easiest way of putting a' pleased
smile on their faces when they open
their packages Christmas morning is
to buy their gifts here
Hart Schaffner & Marx clothes; fine
shirts, gloves, hats, hosiery, neckwear-nothi- ng
better anywhere. They'll endorse that too on Christmas morning
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SHOW ME: Show me the man with a soul so dead who
never to himself hath said the home town paper is a pretty
,
good friend after all.
WANT A JOB? If any of the readers of this newspaper
are puzzled what to do with their time let them count the number of letters in the news columns and See the amount of work
they buy for a penny or, two all other labor and material
eliminated. ,
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Open Nights Till Christmas

J.

MANLY MORGAN,
Colfax County;
SATURINO BACA,
Valencia County:
MRS. F. B. MAPEL,
McKinley County.

School Superintendents
Propose Amendments

At a meeting of the county Super
intendents held in connection with the
Convention of the New Mexico Edu
cational Association at Las Vegas,
November ZGth. Z7th and 28th. steps
were taken towards offering amendments to the School Code that would
be beneficial to the rural school conditions in New Mexico. The rural
schools have been the ones which have
suffered most on account of inade
quate equipment and teachers' salaries in the past. The County Super
intendents Have boldly set out as a
body to bring out some vital points of
defects. They propose (1) to decide
that will suggest a remedy for these
upon some definite amendments that
should be made t the School Code, (2)
to give wide publicity to these needs;
(3) to enlist the assistance of the
press, various civic organizations, and
the citizenship generally, in working
for better rural schools; and (4) to
develop a sentiment that will support
the Legislature in passing laws that
Postmaster Perry Coon says that will help to equalize the opportunhe feels very kindly towards the pub- ities of the boys and girls who live in
lic for the way Christmas packages the rural communities and villages
are being wrapped and mailed. Pat- with those who live in larger towns
'
,,
rons of the post office are taking and cities.
more care in wrapping and addressing - A committee composed of the folpackages, which insures better deliv lowing County Superintendents was
ery, with fewer chances for loss or chosen to work out and propose plans
for the campaign:
miscarriage of packages.
B. H. KIRK,
DeBaca County;
An Army shirt makes an Ideal
Xmas gift The Army Store has
0. R. SPENCER.f
Lea County;
them.
.
12-18- -lt

SLIGHT CHANGE: Carlyle wrote that labor, wide as ia.
u o n nn4 w
earth has its summit in heaven. If he were writing today he Tuesday for Indiana on account of the
death of Mrs. Bryden's mother.
would change labor for the cost of living.

'

"The Gift Store for Men"

MRS. MAUD STRATTON,
Grant County:

ALDA C3AVTS,
ttS.EanU
Fe
County;

Gus Griff in for

Bonito Custodian
.

o

It will no doubt be of much interest to our readers to learn
that Gus
A'"' ,on Mwent in. this part

State Highway
been appointed
1 m e9Bte2j Jfo Rnnif
Board to Meet Chaco Canyon. Pueh
New MayW
SANTA FE, Dec. 10. The state
highway commission will meet here
Tuesday with E. S. Wheeler, in
charge of the Phoenix, Ariz., office of
the U. 8. public roads bureau, to dis
cuss federal aid project 66, which con
sists of 6.8 miles of concrete paving
on the road between Las Cruces and
El Paso, and what is to be done about

it

i

The concrete has been reported t
vary in thickness and to fail to com
ply with the specifications as the re--

suit

0

Socorro Schools
May Be Closed

Mr.

Griffin-speak-

s
very enthusias-ticall- y
about the excavation that is
going on under Dr. Neil M. Judd's
supervision. He be'ieves that there
is quite a future for Pueblo
Bonito,
and he urges all cooperation
possible
from the surrounding districts, in
making Pueblo Bonito one of the
most interesting points in New Mex-

ico.

'

i,
', J
By early spring Mr. Griffin announces, he will be able to accommodate tourists, as he is establishing a
hotel.
Some praise is to be given,

the Griffins for the restoration they

have made of the old buildinsrs there.
Their home is already an artistic

achievement
. All visitors are gladly welcomed at
Pueblo Bonito and when the road
work is completed, which is now in
SANTA FE. Dec. 10. The schools
is, the road to Farmlnrton via
of Socorro county are in danger of
lo Bonito will be an excellent
having to close after the Christmas one.
vacation acording to a telephone message from Assistant District Attorney A. J. Lowe, of Socorro, to State
Educational Auditor J. E. Owens. No
taxes can be collected for 1923 probAirpl&ne
ably before May 1, owing to the reSAN DIEGO. Calif.. Dec. 4.
assessment which Is now under way.
Lieu.
As the result the schools won't get tenant F. M. Byers, chief machinists'
of
W.
B.
taxes
for mate;
Jackson and Chief Maany revenue in the shape
chinists' Mate T. E. Entwistle, all atseveral months.
Owens is coins to Socorro this tached to the aircraft armarlrnn. hat.
week to confer with Lowe and county the fleet, were killed today when two
school authorities to sea if a way can navy airplanes collided in mil-a- ir
over Sin Disjo harbor.
not be found to continue the scnoots.
-

Three Killed in

Crash
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Th Vomiri'i Club held their last
meeting of the year Wednesday, Dec
ember 5th, st tns uwy wuo.
ofthe. business meeting, election f folficers for the New Yesr are as
lows: Mrs. William Bickel, president; Mrs. E. W. Cooper,
lira. Ward Yersln. correspond- --rem
tag secretary; sirs, Mrs..
Marfsret
cording secretsry;
Young, treasurer.
MRS. E. PARKS 8ZLLARD
ENTERTAINS HER SISTER :
Mrs. E. Parke Sellard entertained
in
st bridge last Saturday afternoon
honor of her sister, Mrs. Blank. Those
nnwont and en io vine the afternoon
.r- - Mr.. W. E. Clarke. Mrs. L. G.
Rh.nklin. Mn. T. F. Smslling. Mrs
W. D. Cornell, Mrs. J. W. Hannett,
Mrs. P. L. Evans, Mrs. George Le- beck, Mrs. Hans Neuman, Mrs. W.
Jnhnann. Mrs. Georsre Right. Mrs.
rtidtnn and Mrs. Blank. Mrs. Cor
nell won first prise and Mrs. Hight

V

.

The GIFT ENJOYED

lovely lunch

PERSONAL MENTION
'Dr. and Mrs. J. W. Hannett left
Monday for. a - few days stay in El

laao,

r-":-

3

.

will mail out sUUmenU to our subscribers, and shall expt returns
from those delinquent. The govern-maronilationa in rotrard to delin
quent subscribers is very rigid tad
we are compelled to abide by these
rulings regardless of our own, desires
In the matter, ine regulations compel us to discontinue sending the pap
er to all subscribers over one year
in arrears, and we trust we will not
be compelled to discontinue anyone.
In thla connection, if any desire to
discontinue the Herald kindly notify
us and the matter will be attended to
nt

a

second,' Afters bridge
was served. ;"

w

.
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next
fifteea
WitUa tU
days w
.
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FIRST E30T7 At" IiZ
SUNDAY

no finer gift than a beautiful BRUNSWICK
THERE is
its wonderfully resonant, transcendent tones.
Everyone really loves music, so what greater joy,
could possibly be supplied than by the giving of a
Brunswick Phonograph this Christmas. A Brunswick
is truly an enduring gift

"MODERN MATRIMONY"

Mrs. Westfall of Clyde, New York,
is the guest of her daughter, Mrs, A.
T. Hannett
at once.
Mrs. Blank of Kansas City. Mo.,
o
who has been the guest ol her sister,
or woman living
man
a
Is
there
Mrs. E. Parke Sellard, tor the past
who does not like Jack
two months, left for her home lues anywhere
London's writings T Jack London's
day.
are the favorite the world
' Mrs. Creswell of Wlnslow, Arisona, writing
over. Sunday night, at the Rex,
Mrs.
is the guest of her daughter,
Jack London's "Call of the Wild," will
Hermann Kahl and Mrs. Glenn be
presented in a movie picture, and
i
Kline...
will want to see it
you
Mrs. Wriarht of Loner Beach. Calif..
who has been visiting with her dau
A. Wriarht. after snendng about
ghter. Mrs. A. W. Robertson, will 60 days in jail, went before Judge
Bub
home
for
leave
her
Saturday.
Holloman and plead guilty to a
Robertson will accompany his grand
chares of
larceny, ue was
mother.
to ten years in roe penilive
given
Mr. and Mrs. William Bickel en- tentiary, and the sentence was sua
tertained ' at dinner - Friday "night. pended. Wright left for his horoo at
Their guests were Mr. snd Mrs. C Louisville, Ky., to spend Christmas
C. Manning and Mi. C. N. Cotton.
with his family.
Mr. snd Mrs." William Bickel en
tertained at lunch Friday for Mr. and
.TarVia Rnncan will arjnear In his
Mrs. W, , Morris, and Miss Caro-- latest and best, "Long Live the King."
.
J l
l
U..'? st the Rex next Thursday and Fri
Morris, ana nr
, day' nights,
.euniann.
The P. E. O.'s entertained with a
miscellaneous shower for Miss CaroA man giving his name as Oliser,
r.lt.- lyns Morris Thursday night at the a fnlirisf nlaf.A.1 kt mm 3m
am m..!..
'
home of Mrs. Hsns Neumann.
(yarn rrr
"'i
car
the
Alter
o
w7 epr-tf,- U
appears that he
g
Games can b
tfii didn't have marie- enoueh to nay the
at Staridbt'ft
!2.2t bill, By breakihitf the garsge door,
ne too. nis car arid went On his way.
Monday night the Sacred Heart Sheriff
Myers halted him at Los
school will have use of the Rex theaLunss. Not having the money to pay
tre for an entertainment.
his bill, he left the car and was al-

This ia one of the best Comedy
Pictures ever screened. If you
want to spend a couple of hours
laughing and drinking in the
real philosophy of fun, see this
picture.
Mack Sennett Comedy
Ben Turpln In

.'

-'

WHER'E IS MY WANDERING BO THIS EVENING"

?

.-.- -B

MONDAY

FURNITURE

HARDWARE

NOVELTY

Repeating Sunday'a Program
and WEDNESDAY
William Russell in
"WHEN ODDS ARE EVENT
SUNSHINE;

THURSDAY and FRIDAY
The O, W,

$40,00,

o

AMERICA'S ONLY VERSATILE CAR

For Pleasure or Business, The Champion
' Meets all Requirements
Now On Display in Our Show Room

to

go.

.

.

.

As this Picture is 11 Reels the
First Show will start at 7:46.
This is done to accommodate all

SATURDAY

;

Dustin Fsrnutn ill
.'THE GRAIL"

Lsrry

.Semon in

"THE BAKERY'

COMING:

- "THE SILENT COMMAND"

8
The Sacred Heart school will give a
school entertainment
at the Rex
Monday night

n,

......

Washington School will give a
musical pipy, entitled "Santa Claus in
Mother Goose Land" Friday evening

at

7:30.

,

Mrs. O. F. Jenkins continues ill at
home, suffering with rheumatism.

her

.Rnirlnninir tha .15th our Store will
be open every night for Holidsy shop
io-i- s
pers u u. snanxnn.

"Long Live the King," starring
Jackie Gooean, at the Rex next
Thursday and Friday nights.
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ALMOST EVERYBODY
'

FOR XMAS

Opening Evenings.

Cms
NASH

WILLYS-KNIGH-

Dealer In
T

... '

OVERLAND

FINE CHOCOLATE

CAN

If Attending The Big Style Shop

-

WE HAVE ALL THE LATEST MODELS IN STOCK
Enjoy Your Evenings at Home Listening in.

'

all aranl- wnffonn at 11.60 and UD to
$5.00; mechanical autos, 35c to 75c.
The price ol dozens or our mecnanicai
toys does not exceed 75c, a cost so
low that every family can afford to
buy them. The usual price of these
is $1.00 or $1.50. We have Hundreds
of articles that we are unable to men-lioat lowest prices. We have a
nla In nf hnnka for the tinv tots and
the larger children covering every
iuc
subject they enjoy, at prices iromwmt-Mmh
to 75c: a special lot oi James
Rilftv'a works at 50c B volume:
mechanical trains, $1.76, $3.00 and
$5.00; Laundry sets, si.za to s.ou;
Kiddie Kars $2.50; Scotters, $2.75
and $5.00; Sleds $2.00 snd $4.50;
Paint boxes, 15c; Iron and tin trains,
50c and 15c. Tree ornaments of all
description, 6c to. 25c; Tin horns snd
trumpets from 5c to 60c.

B Y

IBimdln's

bEautifuiJ dolls

mmt beautiful assort
Wo have
ment of dolls, some that open and
close their eyes and some that say
Ma.irin And noma that crv: The prices
vary from 10c up to $8.50. Many
have been sold aireaqy out we suu
have those that are just as good as
the first sale ones. It will take but
a few moments of your time to drop
into our store ana convince yourseu
fk.t wa hpva tha ilirht articles at the
right price; and that you can pur
chase most lor your money nere.
DISHES AND KITCHEN
UTENSILS
We have a large stock of special
Okriitnui rilahoa una or mora nieces
of which make splendid
. i presents
i' i .
sugar ana creamers: oonDon aunes,
chocolate sets; cups and saucer; salad
bowls; tea sets; percolators, alumin-nmirir- fl
and anamalware. or anv dish
used at breakfast, dinner, supper or
lunch.
We extend a cordial invitation to

the public to
merchandise.

JBssft

ITMAS sALE

n,

come

in and examine our

IIAIflJS' KOVELTY
STORE

Seldom if ever has a Sale met with such Popular Approval, Coming as it does Right
in the Midst of the Xmas, Shopping Season. If you have been worried what to give
for Xmas, an hour or two at the Style Shop will solve the Gift Problem for you and
at a substantial saving too. Our Store is full of Xmas Novelties and the very latest
in suits, coats, dresses and hats, so no matter how fastidious your taste may be we
are almost sure to please you-

JUST A FEW XMAS BARGAINS
House Slippers in all The Wanted Styles
And Shades.
Regular $2.50
M Q

le7

Vslue. SALE PRICE

Pure thresd silk hose in all shades.
lar $2.00 Vslue.
SALE PRICE

Regu-

QQa
VOL

Bath Robes for men and women. Beacon
Make. All Stlyee snd Pstterns
v
TWENTY-FIVPER CENT REDUCTION
E

Any hat In the house at one-haprice.
from origins! price.
Just deduct one-haIncluded in sale sre Blossom, Paiffe and
Lady Duff hats. Best styles and mskes.
lf

lf

Vsnity Boxes in all Styles snd Siies at
PER CENT REDUCTION
h
from originsl price.
Just deduct
Everything marked In plain figures
TWENTY-FIV-

goi::g

at

39c

804 West Railroad Avenue
Formerly Beard Novelty Store

P0UI1D

tan Dn 'She

Fur

Chokers of Squirrel, Mink, Fitch,

m

and Fox.

gift

Always an appreciated
These will absolutely be sold at
actual cost

Dresses of Silk snd Wool. .Every dress in
the house will be cut to wholesale. SeeRegulsr $13.00 Value.
ing Is believing.
One Special lot
(TQ QC
vOiUU
AT
Other Dresses Cut 83 3 PER CENT

one-fourt-

Every coat in the house will be put on sale.
We have selected 27 coats that formerly
sold from $32.50 up to $49.75
QC
ON SALE AT

- fl9l

Sizes 2 to

14 will

sale at Reductions

on

from

JU

be put

TO THIRTY-THREPER CENT
"Wear-RighKid gloves. Every pair
Guaranteed i n all t h e new shades and
Styles at a big Discount
TWENTY-FIV-

E

E

'

mm

Silk Underwesr is slwsys s Desirsble gift
We Feature "Vanity Fair." Best mads
Colors, Peach, Orchid, Pink and Toupe,
On sale st a Reduction of
TWENTY PER CENT

E

Children's Coats.

t"

wonderf u I sssortment o f
Belts, Ties, Gsrters and
Combination sets snd Tie Holders st a Big
Reduction,
For Men. A
Hsndkerehiefs,

.

m be
XT

SECO

STREET

ii

'

Knock and the world will knock you
For Insurance of all kinds, see
FOR RENT: A two room house
imck ana you re left alone
Charles W, Davis, 109 South Second
$20.00
furnished,
nicely
the knocks you give the others Street Phone
For
248.
tf
per month in Sunnyside.
Will every one come home.
Some time awo Sheriff Myen was
FOR SALE: Small heating stove You hsve heard
the old, old story
chasing a horse thief. While out, he
in good condition, price $7.50.
mat xnicKens come home to roost" ran onto a bootlegger, Ronqulllo
So my friend instead of knocking
Sanchez.
He was placed in Judge
There are only a few more buyTry the antidote and boost.
Schauer's court and fined $76 and
ing days until Christmas. Many peocosts.
Rights Reserved
ple have made Christmas purchases
Those who traded at our store have
Dr. 0. C.
Beirinnine the ISth our Store will
Chiropractor,
expressed a surprise at the amount of Page Building.Warriner,
Phone 88.
be open every night for Holidsy shop
merchandise their money bought.
lo-l- t
pers U U. bhankiin. '
The esrly buying has not effected our
W. H. Piercv
hafnra .Tniru
stock a oarticle. We have an ex Schauer Monday onvia
a rhanra nt tar.
CHIROPRACTOR
cellent assortment of first choice arti- ceny. and sriven s fine of 60 Havs in
Dr. O. C. Warriner, Page Building.
cles for you to select from, the same
jail.
Phone 88.
,
grade and quality as those purchased
by the early shoppers. We will be in
the store early and late from now on
until Christmas to help you with your
shopping.
.
..
Upon investigation you win una
the prices of all of our articles under
the regular marked price. We have
semi-moder-

-

eWfil

SprtSpeciri , v;
""''THE WBIfE ROSE"
,

Miss Thelma Pennington, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Pennington of
Durango, passed thru Gallup Tuesday
enroute to Albuquerque to spend the
winter witn her sister, Mrs. a. Beets.
She was accompanied from Durango
to Uallup by Mr. and Mrs. Uliiton.

VS

COMEDY

--

lowed

Member of the Woman's Aitf
niary to the Presiding Bishop and
Council, I wish to say to the patrons
STORE HE
NOTES of the novelty book that enough
has
been realized on the sales this year
me assessments.
(
FOR 6ALEi-6n- e
drop head Sin to .puy
I thank you.
ger Sewing machines, good as new,
MRS. HARRY CODDINGTON
cash or terms.

...As

,

TUESDAY

Mah-Jong-

TONS'

t

Owen Moore and Alice Lake in

tu

By ALL

P. U.

NOTE!
A Small Deposit Will Hold
Any Article Until Xmas.
'
;

MEN!

Do not hesitste sbout shopping here. We
will do our utmost in helping you select
that gift for Mother, Wife or Sweetheart.
If it comes from The Style Shop it will be
doubly appreciated.

Free !

Free !

Free !

WITH EVERY $10 PURCHASE WE
WILL GIVE AWAY ABSOLUTELY
FREE A

Beautiful Doll

fflQ GALLUP.
tUl IMEB
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tllIY & WALL, rVcrrkUri
czflT ccrjj fed pac::k:g
i:ou2 C2EF, pen::, veal
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MUTTON ATJD CIIICklEKS
WB

SLL COUPON CCCZ3
It PESCENT DISCOUNT-

Tcy

AT

Teai Doll Busies

Vt"tras

Lltctric Trxina

PHONE C- 4QUALITY

s-

If

.

"

AirGur.3

.

Automobiles and ets.

SZ3VICZ

-t

Toy Stoves

Gwacj Of All Kinds
-

v

,....

EJcooteri

Velocities

Coasters

-

Of All Ulzis

Baby Swings and Etc.

Fon COYS
Coasters
.
Hand Cars
Wagons
Bicycles and etc.
Sporting Goods '
Boxing Gloves
Velocipedes
Automobiles
-

1

CAR LOAD BUYING

F0I1 GIRLS

Permits Me to Make

Automobiles
Tea Seta
Tricycles
Games of all Kinds
Electric Cook Stoves
Doll Buggies
Irons and etc.

9

BETTER PRICES
Than my Competitors

(Written for

The Gallup Herald)
De TocquevHIe, the Meat French
political philosopher, has said that
Democracy was applied common

sense.
I wonder if . he would repeat that
.
im
T
At
t
i
gtaiemenii u ne Knew me way in
which Presidents were made in this
greatest of all republics.
Let us take a look at the prospects
ahead of us in 1924 and see how, in
spite of our vaunted liberty, our
hands are to be tied in advance, and
we shall probably be left to make a
choice between two men who represent the financial groups rather than
the people.
Fate has made the choice for us on
the Republican side, for the death of
President Harding pitchforked the
President into the White House, and
has made bim the odds-o- n
favorite
for the nomniation. Does any sensible man believe he would have been
chosen to succeed Hafding if he had
not happened to be
or
that he would have been nominated
in 1920 if it were
for
not thought that Harding was a sup
erlatively healthy man?
Fate plays strange tricks with na
tions as well as with men.
The sound sense of the people may
yet assert itself and force the choice
of a1 statesman. Mr. Coolidge may
astonish the world during the next
few months and show himself to be a
great man.
But barring these rather remote
possibilities we have one of the two
candidates lor wnom we can vow
already in the field and he is neither
a Jefferson nor a Lincoln.
Who is likely to be the other one?!
If you can make in your mind s eye
a composite picture of Murphy, of
New York, Brennan, of Illinois, and
.
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REDUCED PRICES
Stamped Articles for Fancy Work la Stock
Also Stanping Done to Order
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FRESH FRUIT OF ALL KINDS
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Pocket Knives
,
Smoking Sets
Carving Sets '
Morris Chairs
Smoking Stands
'
:
Hand Bags
Humidors .:4:
Tools of all Kinds
l
Razors and Brushes
Leather Rockers
Clocks
Rifles
Revolvers
Guns
,
Suit Cases and Trunks
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Taggart, of Indiana, you will have before you the force tha maybe will re.
lieve a majority of the American peo.
ple of the trouble of choosing a candidate for President. These three
worthies are preparing to make the
FOR LADIES
choice. They are prepared to let the
take
the consequences of such
people
, Living Room Suites
. Dining Room Suites
action. They are marshalling their
Bed Room Suites
,
forces to go through the form of
Kitchen Cabinets
holding a Convention probably in
Majestic Ranges
New York City that will simply regLinoleumn
Axminister Rugs
Window Shades
ister their will. They will pull the
Oak
Ware
Glass
Round
Special
Ranges
J
strings and the delegates selected by
Electric Universal Irons
tnem win oo me rest. The atmosElectric Toaster
Aluminum Ware
Queensware
phere of respectability and the apElectric Coffee Urns
pearance of decency will, so far as
possibly, be thrown around the gathIn Sets or Separte' Pieces
,
ering, but from it will come as the
Floor Lamps
Lamps
Library
Writing Desks
nomniee a man who will be subser-vei:
Chairs and Rockers
Dressers
to this trio or it may be to one
Day Beds
of them who can domniate or deceive
Davenports
SmalRugs
v
the other two.
Cedar Chests
Murphy's satellites are already
; And Any Kind of Furniture
boasting that he is to make a Presix
dent in order to satisfy his ambition.
Brennan's henchmen see in him the
Warwick of 1924 although most of
them would not put it that way. Tag
Deliver to
gart is saying nothing but sawing
wood. What a travesty on self-go- v
ernment it will be if the plans of this
crowd work out? Can they, with the
aid of the unit rule and the
ployed and drawing government relEngland Sick of Free Trade
rule, set aside the character
to
ief. This is a striking object lesson
W. Hamilton Gordon, writing
and intellect and courage of the historic party of Jefferson and Jackson? the American Economist from Lon- in the folly of allowing the home
II so, De Tocqueville was wrong, don, England, says the pinch of hard market to be swamped with foreign
and it will take some cynic to write times in England is provoking a made goods and the
consequent cripthe story of the way in which demo- change of attitude on the part of
manufacturers. . "It seems pling of the home production." In
cracy has gone out of fashion in
America.
certain that we are on the eve of big sort, England, no longer occupying
We are told that we cannot gather changes in our tariff policy. Free the position she did in 1846, insists on
figs from thorns. As well might we trade today, or as much free trade as returning to the tariff policy she supexpect to get charactetr or courage we possess, is contributing to the pre- ported prior to that time,
namely,
from a President chosen by men with valent unemployment in a large meathe background from which this trio sure. It is estimated that this winter protection. She has ha her lesson.
.'
has emerged.
there will be 1,500,000 people unem
Cranbury (N. J.) Press.
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There is Nothing that Expresses the True Spirit cf Xrnat Like an Appcrpriate
Piece of Jewelry
IT IS TRULY THE

ROOMS WITH BATH

STEAM HEAT

" GIFT THAT

DRAKE HOTEL

LASTS"

It is The Gift That is Always Appropriate for Mother, Wife, Sister, Brother, Sweetheart and Friend
Just a few Suggestions From our Complete Stock includes: Watch Bracelets, Rings, Bar Pins,
Ear Screws, Lavalliers, Broaches, La Tusca Pearls, Vanity Cases, Finger Ring Watches, Ivory and Cut
Glass, Gent's Watches, Chains, Cigarette Cases, Gold Pen and Pencil Sets, Charms, Emblem Goods,

Cuff Links, Belt Buckles and Diamonds, which from the Egyptian Period up to the Present Time
have been the Synonym of Royalty and Wealth. Their Value has never Suffered a Permanent Decline
and there Should be no Fear for their future Wealth.
We are Always Glad to Have you Come in and Look Over Our Stock, Whether You Are Ready to Duy
or Not

JAS. H. DRAKE, Prep.
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Only Seven More Shopping Days Before Xrnxs

GOOD ROOMS

CLEAN DEDS
-

ONE DOLLAR AND UP

(''

KAIUBT

'

"

KSV

SHOP EARLY AKD HAVE NO REGRETS
Give Mother and Father a Nice Pair of Glasses

F. TJo
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death, to mail your widow or other loved ones a
check for $100.00 every
Christmas of every year,
during her whole Life

Indestructible Union
The Constitution, in all its provi-

V

sions, look! to an indestructible union
composed of indestructible states
.' ;
SALMON P CHASE.
'

And Warm the Mattress .
"I have only one request to make,"
groaned the college man who had
come to participate in the harvest
"What is that, Mr. Smart?" re' "
turned the farmer. .
"Please let me stay in bed long
enough for the lamp chimney to cool
off." Country Gentleman,
--

.

What it means.
I Think!
X pleasure) t o explain.

wr

o

Somewhat Unusual
"Wombat ia a much bigger man
''
than he was." '
"He is bigger than I ever supposed he could be."
"What do you mean?"
"Notwithstanding his rapid growth '
he still wears the same sited hat"
Kansas City Journal.
About as many people live
other's wits as by their own.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
U. S. Land Office At sanu re, . u
Nov. SI. 1923
'
that John
( iinh
H. Griffith, ox Kaman, Mew stexico,
who, on September 22. 1820, nude

uiU

time.

The Samson's Greeting.

W. H. COLLINS,
Field Assistant

!
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Stock-raisin- g
nomceteao. ratrr,
040700, for all of Section 22, Town
ship 10 N., Range 14 w., w. . r.

uuim haa fila
to make three

haKm of intention
year Proof,to establish claim to the land above describ
ed, before The United States commissioner, at Gallup, New Mexico, on
the 3rd day of January, 1924.
Claimant names as witnesses:

la

3

A Ha ma

OltjT

Frank Jones, Jason E.
The Equitable Life of

j

BpOWTl.

Wilcox, all .of

Ramah, New Mexico.

A. M. BEKUJUUi,

New York

Register.
(2167)
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CJLeLseLw?

aadvta

all La prcperty
of r?cp
erty, and has fully combea wiu all
the requirements of said Acts and of (184)
ef the Court, toaclURg hia Jtrst Puh, Dec8
aj
Last Pub. Jan. I.
tvVrustey.
Wherefore he prays that he may
CCDIAIJ
he decreed by the Court to have a full
from : all (fcbto prorahH v Kcnc3 rca purucATicm
his estate unsar aaidi bao LZTJLZTIZZST CT
rapt acts, except inch debts as are U. 8. Lend Office at Sarta Fe, N.
excepted oy law from suca cuscnarge.
Not. 19, IT j
.. Dated this 80th day of Norember,
Notice
ia
that Can. I J
riven
hereby
D.
A 1823.
New
lUmah.
ef
Mangum,
L'xi.J
WILSON S. DALTON,
who, on Aug. f, 1918, mads Cocn
--t
'
:
..r-- r
yEanlmpt,'
stead entry. No. CCIS,
all
ORDER OP NOTICE TSLDN
18, Townsk1") 8 N., Emi
li
In The United gtatea Citrkt Cenrt Section
W, N. U? P. KstLmi has fJid
For the District of New Mexico
ties of intention to make three
In The Matter of:)
No. KZ
Wilson 8. Dalton
In Bankruptcy Proof, to ostabUsh claim to tieCt-t- d
above descr2ed, before United
t
Bankrupt) i
Conunissioser, at Grants, New
DUtrict of New Mexico as.
On this 5th day of December. A, Ico, on .the list day of Decemke?,
..
,
,q-'D. 1923, on reading the petition for 1928.
names
as witnesses:
Claimant
bank-rups.
t,
of
Wilton
Dalton,
discharge
V.
J.
CIIAPUAN,
it is ordered by the court, that a Frank Stayner, Witt C. Honninff.
be had upon the same on the Columbus Gaines, Roy Adair, all of
hearing
LAW
AT
ATTOSfNST
15th day of January, A. D. 1924, be- Ramah, New Mexico.
;
'
'.
-- niONI K-S- I
fore George C. Taylor, a Referee in
A. If . BERGZRE
Bankruptcy of said court, at AlbuRegistor. '
Soems ll-l- e
Pags BstUmg.
querque, in said district, at 10 o'clock (2141)
' Newtlexke in the forenoon; and that notice First Pub. Nov. 17
Gsnnp,
thereof be published in the Gallup Last Pub. Dec. 15
Herald a newspaper printed in aaid
district, and that all known creditors
and other persons in interest may ap , NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
pear at the said time end place and DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
JOHN WITT HENDRIX
-- a (i
H t
a mm
i i
show cause, if any they have, why Tt
u. o.
Mum ami
viiice at oania
re, . sa.
Paster of The Methbdlat Chareh the prayer of the said petitioner
Nov. 8, 19S8
anouid not De granted.
Residtnee 800 3rd Street
Notice ia hereby given' that SteAnd it is further ordered by the
Phone No, 288.
W. Baxter, of Gallup, N. Mex,
phen
At Home In the Study 8 to 11:80 A. M court, that the Referee shall send by who, on Oct 81, 1922 made Stock-raisin- g
mail to all known creditors, copies of
And 7:00 to 8:80 P. M.
No.
Homestead
slid petition and tnis order, addressed 046254, for Lots 2, 8, 4,Entry.
At Tour Seiries At All Honrs.
EVsWtt, EH
to them at their places of residence, Section
18, Township 18 21.,. Range
at stated.
9 W., N. M. P. Meridian,; haa filed
COLIN NEBLETT
notice of intention to make 8 year
U. S. District Judge.
Proof, to establish claim to the land
(SEAL)
described,
above
before, United
ATTEST:
.
States Commissioner, at Gallup,
A true copy.
IF YOUR ROOF LEAKS
Mex., on the 19th day of December.
WM. ROSE,
1923.
'
J. J
Clerk.
.v.' See
Claimant
hemes as witnesses:
By H. B. GERHART,
Leonard Spellman.
of Gallup N.
Clerk
Deputy
C. A.
Mex.; Wayne Harding, of Gallup, N.
GEO. C. TAYLOR,
Mex.; T. Mortensen, of Bluewater, N.
U. S. Referee in Bankruptcy
Mex.: W. C Hassell, of Bluewater,
CARPENTER and BUILDER
(2218)
N. Mex.;
First snd last pub. Dec. 15
AM. BERGERE
Expert Furniture Repairing
o
. Registor.
Let'a Do It
Will Give Ton Eight Honrs
Take the word "service" out of the (2137)
Work For Eight Hours Pay
dictionary, and you would decrease First Pub. Nov. 17.
Dec. 15.
the number of after-dinnspeakers Last Pub.
by half.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Can't Be Done
von can dinrnvr whora nil fha DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
If
RUIZ St OVERSON
old pins go you may discover what U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
becomes of the old automobiles.
Nov. o, 1823
Attorneys-AtLaNotice is hereby given that Mary
Practice in all Courts of
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE M. Smith, of Crown Point, N. M.,
riKST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF who, on AprilNo.16, 1920, made
New Mexico and Arizona
034579, for All of
THE STATE OF NEW MEX-ICSection 20, Township 20 N Range 10
WITHIN AND FOR THE
W. N. M. P. Meridian, has filed noCOUNTY OF McKJNLEY
tice of intention to make 3 years
Josephine Koenig Mahoney,
Prof, to establish" claim to the land
above described, before United States
riaintui,
vs.
No. 2255 Commissioner, at, Gallup, N. M. on
Maurice Mahoney,
DR. M. M. ELLISON
the 20th day of December, 1923.
Defendant.
,
Claimant names as witnesses:
Wsde C. Smith. Wales A. Smtih.
NOTICE OF SUIT
You, Maurice Mahoney, are hereby W. F. Pitts, K. Presley, all of Crown
notified that suit ha hsan flliul kv Point, N. M.
the ahoVA named nlainflff anil im nm
A. M. BERGERE
Corner First St. and Coal Ato.
pending against you, the above nam- Register.
;
"
ea ueienaant, in ine District court oi (2138)
GALLUP, NEW MEXICO
the First Judicial District of the First Pub. Nov. 17
Stnf A nf Naw VitIm wUhtn anil 4m Last Pub. Dec. 15 '
the- County of McKinley, said suit be
ing- numDereq izao on tne aocKet oi
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
said court.
The general objects of said suit are DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
for an absolute divorce from you, the U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
HERMAN W. ATKINS
Nov. 8, 1923
said defendant, on the grounds of
abandonment and for the custody of Notice is hereby given that Edwina
ATTORNEY AND
the minor child, Rose Mary Mahoney. Martin, of Bluewater, New Mexico,
g
you are tanner notified that un Who, on Dec. 11th, 1920, made
COUNSELLOR AT LAW
less you enter, or cause to be entered,
homestead entry, No. 036662,
your appearance in said cause on 01 for all of Section 10, Township 14 N.,
before the 11th day of January, 1924, Range 11 W., N. M. P. Meridian, has
Officer Page Building
judgment will be rendered in said filed notice of intention to make
cause against you by default and the three year Proof, to establish claim
relief prayed for will be granted.
to the land above described, before
Mexico
New
Gallup
The name ofthe plaintiff's attorney The United States Commissioner, at
is J. W. Chapman, whose .postoffice Gallup, New Mexico, on the 20th day
of December, 1923.
address is Gallup, New Mexico.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Witness my hand and official seal
at Gallup, New Mexico, this 20th day U. A. Berryhill, of Thoreau, New
Mexico; H. C. Elkin, Mrs. J. E. Tlet-je- n,
of November, 1923.
r,
R. C. Prewett, Sr., all of
EDMUND R. FRENCH
NAT GARCIA,
New Mexico.
Clerk, District Court, McLawyer
A. M. BERGERE
Kinley County, New Mex- Member Bar: Supreme Court Unit
Register.
CO.
States, Supreme Court of New
(2139)
District Court Seal,
Mexico.
17
Nov.
First Pub.
McKinley County.
" New Mexico.
Last Pub. Dec. 15
Office: W3 Coal Arenue.
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asked Jones.
"Ne," rerslied Km. Jones. "I didnt
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liquidated damages, accoraing w
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ditions of sale. The right to reject
n MAm ( Mam-reBefore
"Cactus Joe. He waa unanimously
elected sheriff."
bids are submitted, full information
"Is he now holding office?"
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Stock-R-H.-Entr- y,

O

GOOD JEWELRY AT GOOD PRICES
DIAMONDS DIAMONDS DIAMONDS DIAMONDS
We Offer a Large Stock of Diamonds at Wonderfully low
Prices. Do Your Xmaj Shopping Early. Buy Now and
Take Advantage of This Opportunity. Compare Prices.

MUSIC DEPARTMENT
aaBEgaaaBanKnBBaaBaaBaamaa
FINE STOCK OF PLAYER PIANOS

Sheet Music, Popular and Standard
Columbia Phonographs and Records

Authorized Dealer,
Musical Instruments of All Kinds

Beautiful Models of All the New

f

stock-raisin-

.

Blue-wate-

Columbia Phonographs, Ready for
Selection as Christmas Gifts, Are
now on Display in Our Store.

DENTIST

,

Pur

(2116)

chasable on our Liberal Terms
We Carry in Stock the
C. C Conn Saxophones

First
Last

PUa.

DR. PAUL H. BENNETT

OPTICAL DEPARTMENT
We Have One of the Best and Most Modern Equipped Optical Departments
in the State, in Charge of a Graduate and experienced Optometrist. Graduate
of the Los Angeles School of Optometry and Registered in the State of

For Examination of the Eyes and Muscular Anomalies Consult our
Optometrist.

F ERI1TE

DENTIST
Office: Wurni Building
New Mexico
Gallup

.

No Charges for Consultation.
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STATE LAND SELECTIONS
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
UNITED STATES LAND OFFICE
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

Nov. 28, 1928
is hereby
that the
of New Mexico, by virtue of

Notice

State

Acts of
through
tanas:

Our Wagon at Your
Door Relieves Your
Worry
Our work is quality work

JEIW HUD

Pub. Nov. 24.
Pub. Dec. 15.

GALLUP STEAII
LAUIIDHY
FIIOKS

13

List

Lots
Lota

Congress, has selected.
this office, the , following
.

....

722
Serial No. 046898
1, 2, 8, 4, SUNK, Stt Sec. 4.,
1. 2. 8. 4. R SEUNWU.
SU

fNE14

Sec. 6.,

W, WEU

and

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
November 8, 1928
Notice is hereby given that Leo
nard Spellman, of Gallup, New Mexi- wiu awu
co, wno, on nuna o,
3, 1923, made Homestead entries, No.
for NEK, Sec. Z4,
T. 12 N., R. 10 W., and NH, SWK,
Section 28,Township 12 N., Range 9
W.. N. M. P. Meridian, has filed no
tice of intention to make three year
Proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before The United
States Commissioner, at Gallup, New
Mexico, on the 19th day of December,

ihi

042347-04630-

8,

2, 8, 8 and 7 of Sec. iz., and 1923.
1, Z, 8, 4, IBHW, BVa OI sec.
Claimant
30. Tn. 17 N.. R. 9W, N. M. P. M.

Lota
Lots

,

,

names as witnesses:

Wayne HardPrntaata nr contests aarainst any or Stephen W. Baxter,New
both of Gallup,
Mexico; F.
all of such selections msy be xued in ing,
M. Greear, W. C, Hassell, both of
zinai
before
office
at
time
this
any
Bluewater, N. M.
'
approval.
M. BERGZRE
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(2186)

First
Last

Pub. Dee. 8
Pub. Jan. 8.

:

Register.

r

(2140)
First Pub. Nov. 17
Last Pub. Deo. IS
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Restar.

j
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rcy fcr fccly L"

U
..TO GIV5 TIE LADES ;
0e Bajdail QaaOy
Always SUll Wul
2r
HrrVrchSsft
;

wherever she goes;
we have bright ones for

sport, nice ones for
street sod very light
ones for evening.

-

i

Hcry
By the box or the pair

will please the most
fsstidious. ' Attractively
wrapped ready for giv-ing.

rcr nil sAum fclkj

'

TOYS

BOOKS

:

.

A3 frfe.4 Lees TLxa Ussal

:

VIIAT TO GIVE

GAMES

:

.

'

,

There Are Numerous ChratU TUaga

DAINTY LINGERIE

,

Charm All Its Own
Has a
No wonder the "pretties" we've chosen for the holiday
demand are finding so many interested buyers.

Narciccus Bulbs and

111:2

...J

Whether the Man in Question is Dd, Ersthtr, Co
band, Son or Friend, You Will Find a GI3 Tttt WO
be "just what he wanted" among Our Xltny "GiTtr
that. Men Appreciate."

rcn Tin little c::i3 v,i:o have
"NEVER SEEN CHRISTT.1AS YET!"

Gift-Givin- g

T:

Ttxt CLTlt IVela at Jsa
,

Bovb

HOSISHY

LOUNGING ROBES
SMOKING JACKETS

GLOVES
'

HANDKERCHIEFS

TC3 fiCARF3

.'

American unofficial aid in solving the

Found Unconscious
Wathinstori Lcc!a I
reparations ride of Europe. After
H. J. Hagerman
many months of discussion and many
Favor
With
On
On Side Walk
In Town Tuesday
.
failures, the European allies and Gerof
If. J. Harermui. commission- er of the Navajo Indians, was in Gal
lup Tuesday nignt, enrouie nomeRes-ai
Santa Fe, after a trip thru the
ervation. Mr. Hagerman came from
ToArilena and said that the snows
were several feet deep in some
worn
places. He spoke well 01 tne
under his care, stating that oil activas the weather
ity would increase
would permit. Mr. Hagerman will
return to the Reservation as soon as
the winter snows will permit travel.
Tfnn.

nlandy.
uj.a e s

i

Oh-h-- h

.

o

,

d.

15th our Store will
be open every night for Holiday shop- L. U. SnsnKlin.
nora
r

Btnnm

LilxcThem!!
LoU of hard candies for Chrtatmaa

And f oremoat-

-

always.
the kiddies. Christmas
canea
for
cinamon
red
and
white
the bright
tree decorations which they can eat and oh! the thrills in finding
temptingly hidden sweets hanging in most unexpected places.

Ranging in Sisee from One-Ha-lf
to Sii Pounds Each.

doii

manager

Master,

ha Mffmit nictnre
Griffith has ever produced. The pic
ture is 11 reels, anu w nccommouave
all, the show will start at 7:45.
the dates, Thursday and Friday of next week.

the
Kiddico
Hov

PACKAGES

-

ofjhe
Strand theatre, says that "The White
D. W.
Giles

SPECIAL XMAS

-

Then Don't Forget
"CANDY FOR HER"
She is Just like a little flrl
and she expects n
grown-u- p
nice box of candy for Xaan.

ii Conner
THE CANDY SHOP)
Corner Coal Ave. and Second St.

(FORMERLY

th

Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Mason and little
last
daughter, Jeanette, returned Mason
week from their visit to the
an.
nemr
Rl
Will
re'
Pa
Thev
..oh
turn ot their ranch and remain dur
ing the winter.
NOTICE
To Depositors of McKinley' County.

c.t

Bank
"Pmnf of Claim" to the Re
.

in

"

$25.00.

E.

PMKE

SMMD

JSWELC2 AND OPTOSSTSIST

.

mi O F3!IM

Sausage, Cured and Salted Meats

III
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THE EQUITABLE LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY
OF THE UNITED STATES
120 BROADWAY, NEW YORK
f

'

-

W, H. COLLINS, Special Agent

first picture show, entitled,
"Uavtnnnv That la " hv four black
face
... .comedians from Georgia. a There
iL!.
will be anotner one an comeay mis
Saturday night, entitled, "Four Boys
From Home."
end of the

RATHBUN-TAYLO-

-

ii

liiHn will accom- Uim initiation this
coming Monday night, at Odd Fellows
Hall. Tnere win oe a wass m oo. n
visiting Elks are invited to be pre
;'"
sent.'
in.. niinn

-

.Gallup, New Mexico

-

Gallup, December, 1923

R

Tat waalra Rihann aoeietv notes
announced the wedding of Harold I.
Katbbun ana juiss ueorgia tayior.
Tha irrnnm a rhUf clerk of Mine MO.
R nttifa
a vnnnir man with manv
warm friends, an 01 wnom join
Herald in extending congratulations.
Ml.a Tonln hat hnen with the ChaS.
W. Davis Insurance office for some
time. She is a young lady ol accom- -mDlishments and sweet iaay-iiK- e
i.;.marti Thn marrisire ceremony
was. conducted by Rev; John W. Hen- drix of the r im Meuiouiss rawvu.
at the home of the bride's aunt and
..

al

JIMMlMIMItllMII

lv iKufM will nraaent a
comedy act this Friday night, at the

The Strand theatre will present a
ii... U S""u nifnrea aurinir nexv
11BV
j.v
week. Look over tne owsna pruisia."
a picture ior every
will
find
and you
night.
ELK INITIATION

per-son-

OF CHOICE

IB

LIT

Wholesale and Retxil

.

T

keeping house at the Mayneiu aparv
ments.

In honest desire to please HER,
man usualy goes far amiss in his effort
to be original.
Give her a wrist watch the
gift she will cherish and appreciate most. Every woman wants a wrist
watch especially if it is unique in model and dainty in design.
The wrist watch has all the qualities of the standard models which have
made this name famous.
A wide selection here $10.00 to

i

DEAL

W. A. DAT, President

Lnn GravBOn.
M. .nil ' Mr
December 1. The happy couple are

A Wrist Watch

SQUARE

CUUM1T1KC

DEPOSITORS

i-

Now It The Time To Make Your Selection

o

...

,

Some weeks ago, during the flood
times, the Rex theatre had its shipment of "Bluebeard's 8th Wife" tied
up on account of the floods. The
flims arrived one day late, consequently one night only could be given
the picture. This disappointed many
who thought to see the picture on the
second night In order to accommodate those who failed to see the picture, the Rex has arranged to show
"Bluebeard's 8th Wife" next Saturday night. Dont forcet the date
nly one night next Saturday night

ceiver not later than January lztn
1924, or forfeit your claim.

m

GIFTS THAT LAST

inquiry
many have hit upon a plan
WASHINGTON, D. C, Dec. 11-- The which is looked upon favorably by
'
way has been opened at last for .Washington.

Nick Galloretta, miner No. 86 of
Mine No. 6, was picked up last Friday morning on the aidewalk in front
of the Arizona rooming house. He
was unconscious. A bruise on the
back of the head showed that he had
either been knocked down or had fallen. There was evidence that h e
might have fallen from the stair way
leading into the house. He waa placed
in St. Marys hospital for treatment

Fllr

. A...

0

Tm n.nfnrth and familv are in
Gallup to locate. Mr. Danforth issea
teacher of athletics and hopes to
cure a class in Gsllup.
"Vnnr Bnva From Home." by a
number of black face comedians from
Georsria. at the Rex tnis Saturday
....
night.
!,;;
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Newcomb of To-hatchi are the proud parents of a
baby girl, born Thanksgiving Day at
Steamboat Springs, Colo. The little
lady has been named Priscilla Ann
Newcomb.

Dear Friends:
Am just in receipt of Official announcement from The
inEquitable Life. Assurance Society of New York, of a large
crease in our 1924 dividend Schedule.
The Great Equitable, (mutual), since organization,
sixty-fiv- e
years ago, has grown into one of the safest and
Protection
strongest financial institutions on earth; Service,
'
and Safety being her watch word.
A policy in this Society, has always meant security
and contentment to the lucky holder of same.
It will no doubt be of interest to our friends and policy
holders, to learn that under the new scale of dividends just
announced, with the exception of the older agesMividends
on the ordinary Or twenty annual payment plans, if left with
the Society to bear compound interest, will alone amount to
50 per cent of the amount paid in, o r will increase the
amount of the insurance by at least 50 per c e n t in twenty
years.
One of the most popular, among the great number of
policies issued by The Equitable, is our "Monthly Life Income
Policy," which guarantees, Mother, Wife, Daughter, Sister
or other lbved ones a Hundred dollars per month, just as
long as they live or twenty years certain. A pleasure to explain.
There's an "Equitable Policy" for every need.
.

With best wishes of the Season,

.

Rsnrola rAmanV Vour. Mack face
from Georgia, at the Bex this
SMHav nivht. also Saturday niffht
December 14 and 15.

artists

'k leather traveling bag or guaranteed trunk is always ar?reclatd.
We have tbsm Army Store.
12-13- -lt

Your friend,
W. H. (BILL) COLLINS.
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